Simulations of NaCl Aggregation from Solution: Solvent Determines Topography of Free Energy Landscape.
The partition-enabled analysis of cluster histograms (PEACH) method is used to calculate the free energy surface of NaCl aggregation using cluster statistics from MD simulations of small systems (40-90 ions plus solvent) in four solvents. In all cases (pure methanol, pure water, and two methanol/water mixtures) NaCl clusters show a transition from amorphous to rocksalt structure with increasing cluster size. The crossover sizes, and the apparent kinetic barrier to ordering, increase with increasing water content. Implications for the proposed two-step mechanism of NaCl crystal nucleation (in which the ordered structure emerges from a large disordered cluster), and how this mechanism might depend on solvent and on degree of supersaturation, are discussed. In pure water, nonideal crowding effects that promote clustering are identified from systematic concentration-dependent deviations between simulation results and the PEACH model fit. In contrast, the ability of PEACH to fit aggregation statistics in mixed solvents is consistent with negligible interactions between ions in different clusters. © 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.